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EVault Portal

Streamline your backup and recovery operations with social tools.

The EVault® Portal makes backup management and reporting easier and  
more intuitive by transforming your data protection operations into a 
simple and collaborative experience. Built on a social platform that 
models the way people, systems, and data connect, the EVault Portal 
enables EVault Cloud Backup Service* customers to manage their 
most frequently used backup and recovery functions from a simple 
web interface. It is also a social collaboration tool that enables your IT 
team to work better together, and to quickly access best practices and 
recommendations from EVault Support and the user community. 

Get a Bird’s Eye View of Your Backup Landscape

Take advantage of the EVault Portal’s intuitive dashboard to manage, monitor, 
and report on the overall health of your backup environment. View your entire 
infrastructure—from headquarters to remote and branch offices—including protected 
servers and EVault cloud-connected™ storage. 

Troubleshoot Issues Faster and with Greater Insight

Swiftly drill down to the root cause of failed backups or system issues. Immediately 
analyze error codes using hyperlinks to the EVault Support knowledge base.

Intelligent Reporting Made Simple

Utilize the enhanced reporting features within the EVault Portal to rapidly generate 
a variety of reports with actionable intelligence about your backup environments. 
Run commonly used reports such as backup details and storage usage summaries, 
customize reports to your business needs, or schedule reports to analyze system 
metrics over time. You can then save reports in multiple formats and email them to 
other stakeholders and decision makers.

Key Benefits

• Manage—More easily 
manage day-to-day 
backup and recovery 
operations

• Monitor—Check the 
health of your backup 
environment 

• Analyze—Troubleshoot 
failed backups with 
greater speed and 
accuracy

• Report—Promptly 
generate and 
customize detailed 
reports 

• Collaborate—Engage 
with colleagues or 
EVault Support to 
resolve issues 

* Formerly named EVault SaaS
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Collaborate in Real Time to Work Better and Faster

The EVault Portal is a social platform that helps IT teams work smarter together—just think of 
it as Facebook for your IT team. For example, your IT administrator can collaborate in real time 
with your VM or Exchange administrator to troubleshoot an issue or analyze storage usage.

The EVault Portal makes backup management and reporting easier and more intuitive.

The EVault Portal: Key Features

Manage • Manage backups and restores

• Configure jobs

• Set retention policies 

• Set encryption and compression

• Deploy agents

• Reconfigure vaults

Monitor • View recent backup jobs—completed,  
failed, or in progress

• Monitor backup jobs by servers and vaults

• Monitor real-time status feeds  of system alerts and  
EVault Support tweets

• See what changes have been made to systems— 
when and by whom

Analyze • Troubleshoot failed backup jobs

• Quickly analyze error-code logs 

• Audit log files

• Analyze and forecast storage usage

Report • Backup status reports

• Storage usage reports

• Create custom report views

• Meet compliance reporting requirements 

• Export and print reports in .csv, .xls, or .pdf 

• Schedule and email reports

Collaborate • Interact with other IT teams and stakeholders

• Send and receive user and system alerts

• Search the EVault knowledge base

• Connect with EVault Support and the global user community

• Get service alerts via EVault tweets

Take the Next Step

To learn more about Seagate  

hybrid cloud solutions, visit  

www.seagate.com/cloud-backup. 


